
Latin II 2018-9       Third Quarter Test   -  Check List and Study Guide  

A. Stories:  Reading, translation, parsing, vocabulary, background information (Aeolus/Juno; Horatius at the 
Bridge; Cicero, In Catalinam; Catullus 5 and 7;  Succession of the Plebs; Beginning of Pliny’s Letter to 
Tacitus on the Eruption of Vesuvius).    


B.  Last four vocabulary lists on which we have already had a vocabulary quiz including deponent verbs, 
interrogative pron. /adj. /adverbs; indefinite pronouns and adjectives; words that anticipate result clauses.  


C.   Subjunctive: 


1. Morphology of all tenses active and passive, including irregular verbs: fero, fio, eo, sum, possum, 
volo, nolo, malo 

2. Subjunctive Syntax and Usage:  independent vs. dependent; expressed vs. unexpressed;  jussive, 
hortatory; deliberative, potential, volitive/optative;  purpose, relative clause of purpose; result, 
noun/substantive clauses/indirect command; indirect questions;  conditional sentences;  cum 
clauses with subjunctive mood.   See chart.   

3. Sequence of Tense for subjunctive - primary vs. Secondary - On-going vs. completed action. see 
Chart. 


4.   Indirect statement vs.  Indirect questions vs. indirect command 


5.  Uses and meanings of UT with indicative vs. subjunctive.  Negation of various subjunctives.   


D.  Deponent Verbs: vocabulary, perfect active participle,  imperatives, semi-deponents and deponents that 
govern the ablative case:  utor, fruor, vescor, frungor, nitor, potior 

E.  Case Syntax


F.   Three ways to use scio, scire, scivi, sctius with complementary infinitive or indirect statement or  Indirect 
question


G. Impersonal verbs:  licet, placet, oportet 


H  Supine in -um and -ū.     Henricus huc visum virginem  veniet.  Est mirābilis visū.  

I.  History and Culture: 


1.  Foundation of the Roman Republic - Lucretius, Brutus, Collatinus, Lars Porsena, etc. 

2. Dates of Regal Period, Res Publica and Empire/Principate

3. Principles of the Magistratus of the Res Publica

4. Conflict of Orders, Nexum, Succession of the Plebs, Formation of the Tribunate 

5. Punic Wars and Hannibal and Destruction of Carthage 

6. Polybius and his writings about the rise of Rome as a Mediterranean power and Romans mixed 

constitution

7. Cursus Honorum and its offices and their functions/duties

8. Marcus Tullius Cicero - homo novus,  writer, oratory, political philosopher, stateman of the last decades of 

the Res Publcia  

9. Fall of the Roman Republic and Civil Wars 

10. Pliny the Elder and Pliny the Younger and the Eruption of Vesuvius in 79 AD

11. Roman Emperors from Augustus to Hadrian


